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The close of the major averages with nominal gains and losses yesterday

masked the fact that there was tremendous volatility not only in these

averages but also in individual stocks themselves. For the second day in a

row, the Dow was able to turn its worst loss of the day into a virtually flat

close, as at 10am, it was lower by 82 points, and then rose from those lows to

trade at around 20 points lower for most of the day. Then at 3:45pm, just as

President Mubarak of Egypt said he would transfer power to his vice-president

but remain until September, things shot up on the perception of a calmer

situation there, even though in reality our stock market has rallied since this

so-called “crisis” began. As a result, the Dow got to its best level, a loss of

only 2 points, then declined to a 38 point loss before finally ending with a

nominal decline of 10 points. And let us remember that all of this took place in

the last 15 minutes.

At the same time that the Dow finally broke its eight day winning streak, the

S&P and the Nasdaq managed to eke out nominal closing gains. And breadth

numbers also closed positive, with a plus ratio of 16/14. And once again, it was

the industrial stocks that led the way, with gains in CAT, DD and UTX helping

the Dow to come back from its worst levels.

The VIX again fooled its supporters by closing well off of its highest levels of

the day, which was a gain of 1.20 points to as high as 17.07 when the Dow was

on its low of the session. And as the major averages made their late comeback,

it closed with only a small gain of .22 to 16.09, again not allowing the bears to

take command.

The bond market got clocked big-time to the downside, completely reversing

its large gains of the day before. This time, apparently the 30-year Treasury

bond auction was met with a poor response, just one day after the 10-year

Treasury Note auction was met with wonderful demand, go figure.
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Chief Market Strategist

(212) 417-8017
dselkin@nationalsecurities.com

____________________

Market Update:

DJIA: 12263

S&P 500: 1328

Nasdaq: 2806

VIX: 15.74

10YR T-Note: 3.65%

EUR/USD: 1.353

Gold 1359

Crude Oil: 85.50

Prices Current as of
2:26 PM

Source: Bloomberg
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These higher yields are the bond market’s way of saying that some sort of

inflation is coming, along with the economic expansion that we have seen

recently. And those emerging markets also got sold off as they have been

doing for the bulk of the week, apparently reacting to the troubles in Egypt.

As I said above, the nominal closes in the major indexes masked some

tremendous moves in stocks, both up and down. And taking the booby prize

on the downside was none other than CSCO, surprise, surprise. For the fourth

earnings report in a row, the company did better than expectations but got

blasted to the downside after C.E.O. John Chambers talked their prospects

down. Last time he spoke about “extreme uncertainty”, while most of the other

major technology firms saw blue skies ahead and their stock price advances

have reflected this. This time he wrung his hands about poor margins, and

after bad-mouthing his situation once again, the stock continued to decline

during the course of the earnings conference call. And it kept declining during

yesterday’s session as well, losing an astounding 14% and making the ever

optimistic bullish call buyers take a major beating, both for today’s expiration

series and also making next week’s regular February expiration series look like

they are holding what is going to be worthless merchandise. And how about

the analyst crowd, who was singing the bullish song and encouraging

investors to buy into the earnings report. So now like lost little lambs they

sheepishly lower their rating on the stock AFTER it falls 14% in one day. In

other words, they wanted investors to buy at 22 and hold or sell at 19, when at

this latter price its downside might be limited. And then the old question is, as

always, isn’t a stock a better buy at a lower price unless things have gone

completely wacky?

And just to show how out of it this company has been, at the same time that it

was getting blasted to the downside, close to a 52-week low, practically every

other large technology stock was making either new all-time or 52-week highs.

This just shows how what was once a wonderful company and a leader in its

field is starting to become more irrelevant, and we have seen this with so many
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other companies over the years.

And today’s market action is the same old story of what we have seen recently,

as a lower start is done away with during the course of the session. And today

it was more blah, blah about Egypt, as apparently investors were supposedly

all bent out of shape that Mubarak had decided to hang around until the

September elections. And as I have correctly been pointing out, the situation in

Egypt has absolutely nothing to do with how our stock market performs,

because if there were in fact any anxiety about the situation, stocks would be

lower instead of higher since this entire “crisis” unfolded about two weeks

ago.

Basically what controls the movement of the overall market is the VIX, and as

long as it is above its support level of 15.35 the market can advance. This is

what we have seen all week as the VIX makes these larger than normal gains

when stocks take an intraday dip, and then this gives equities room to advance

further And even today when the Dow was 49 points lower on the opening due

to supposed “concerns” about the Egyptian crisis, the VIX jumped to a gain of

.44 to 16.53. When the Dow rallied to its high with a gain of 49 points right after

11am when it was announced that Mubarak is leaving, the VIX turned that gain

into a loss of .54, all the way down to 15.55. This got it extremely close to the

15.35 support level and indicated a temporary overbought situation in stocks.

Because of this, the Dow declined from those highs to show a small loss

around 12:20pm before starting to rebound to a small gain again. So if the

major averages do close higher on the day, the VIX will once again be in a

position to set up a showdown this coming Monday and we saw this on

Monday of this week when the market rose at the same time that the VIX did,

and this is what got this week’s rally under way. But with the market so much

higher than it was last week, this dynamic might not be in the offing next week.

What turned things around from their early downside losses were gains in the

recently sluggish financial stocks. At the same time, the Dow energy
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components CVX and XOM are selling off a bit, in what might be a response to

crude oil prices declining to a 10-week low, and it is certainly about time that

the oil market returns back to reality based on supply/demand statistics, not

the whims of energy traders who push the prices higher to satisfy their own

craving for profits. And most technology stocks are doing better, led by AAPL

,which sold off yesterday due to horrible rumors about the health of its C.E.O.

and supposed “concerns” that one store that a reporter went to seemed a bit

slow on its iPhone sales through Verizon.

And despite only nominal gains in the major averages as this is being written,

breadth numbers are very strong with a 2 to 1 upside ratio. If the market makes

another late upside thrust, this could mean that things might decline early next

week unless the VIX pulls another reversal of its usual relationship with the

market like it did on Monday of this week. But this behavior might become a

little more difficult to justify.

Finally, the bond market is reversing itself for the fifth day this week, resulting

in yields that are just about unchanged from last week. And the reason put

forth is that investors now want the “safety” of U.S. assets because of the

ongoing Egyptian turmoil, which is now also supposedly bullish for stocks

because of Mubarak’s resignation. And the dollar is also strengthening on the

supposed flight to quality, and all of these machinations mean that the news

really has very little to do with the buy and sell decisions of investors on a day

to day basis.

The S&P trades at 13.5 times forward earnings, and 15.8 times current

earnings, and this gets it to the highest level in the past year, if one assumes

that this year’s earnings are going to come in at $83 for the S&P and $95 for

2011. The average P/E multiple for the S&P going back to 1954 has been 16.2.
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According to the sector analysts who follow these companies individually, for

all of 2010, earnings are projected to increase by +29%, which would be the

most since 1995, followed by earnings increases of +15% in 2011, as reported

by Bloomberg Financial, and this would be the largest two-year advance since

the period ended in 1995. First quarter profits rose by +52%. Second-quarter

profits rose by +49%, the third-quarter rose by +28%. The fourth-quarter is

supposed to gain by +37%. If these numbers do come to fruition, then S&P

earnings should be around $83 for 2010 and $95 for the S&P in 2011. This

would equate to around a 15% gain this year. The highest ever earnings for the

S&P in one year took place in 2006, at $88.

After four consecutive quarters of negative G.D.P. growth, we now have five

consecutive quarters of positive growth, starting with the third-quarter of 2009

and continuing with every quarter in 2010 according to the Commerce

Department. Economists now predict that G.D.P. expanded 3.2% in the fourth

quarter, and for 2011, the prediction is G.D.P. growth of 3% and it is 3.2% in

2012.

Donald M. Selkin
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Don Selkin is the Chief Market Strategist at National Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC, (NSC)
and provides the Fair Value analysis for CNBC each morning. The commentary provided in this Market
Letter is intended to provide our customers with timely market analysis and should not be considered a
research report. This Market Letter may contain, and is limited to: Discussions of broad based indices;
Commentaries on economic, political or market conditions; Technical analyses concerning the demand and
supply for a sector, index or industry based in trading volume and price; Statistical summaries of multiple
companies’ financial data, including listings of current ratings; and, Recommendations regarding increasing
or decreasing holdings in particular industries or securities. This Market Letter does not make a financial
or investment recommendation or otherwise promotes a product or service of the firm. This Market Letter
contains only news, facts, and commentary on information previously reported from a news source
believed to be accurate and reliable by the author. These news sources include the following: {Bloomberg
Financial, Reuters, Associated Press}. It is possible that at any given point in time, the author, NSC, or one
or more of its employees or registered individuals associated with NSC, may hold a position, either long, or
short, as well as options, bonds, or other instruments in the companies noted in this report. This Market
Letter is intended strictly for current National Securities Corporation customers only.
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